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board envisions eventual reopening of our ministries
During its March meeting, our general board discussed in general, non-binding terms the conditions under 
which we’ll be able to open our church’s ministries back to a level at least resembling where we were pre-
pandemic. Here are some of the conditions which seemed to receive consensus support among board 
members:

• We’ll open the building and return to operating levels closer to “normal” as a congregation for our own 
purposes before we’ll be able to re-open to the public.

• We won’t be able to open our facilities to use by outside groups until the COVID pandemic is highly 
controlled (i.e. no longer a significant threat) thanks to vaccination programs and other mitigation efforts. 
Our ability to conduct public fundraisers - for our Helmets of Hope ministry to veterans, for example - 
faces the same higher bar.

• Certain outdoor public functions - sales, for example - will likely be possible before indoor functions.

If you have comments or suggestions about the standards we should use to decide when and how to reopen 
our ministries, please share them with the church office. For the moment, know that we continue to operate 
with high levels of concern for the safety of people who join us for our 9:00 a.m. Sunday group and in-person 
worship. People in the same room at the same time wear masks at all times and practice social distancing. 
We express our gratitude for your cooperation with our efforts!
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microphone woes WILL end!
We’ve recently encountered a series of challenges - some of human/pastor origin - with the mic we use to 
enable people to listen live to our Sunday worship by phone, and to record the sermon for our website. We 
have good reason to believe those challenges are FINALLY behind us. So we apologize for the 
inconvenience and praise God for the resolution. We’d love to have you on the phone with us this Sunday.

once more for the once-a-month gang
Last month we invited you to consider a new form of connection, called “The Once-a-Month Gang,” in large 
measure precipitated by the limitations imposed by the pandemic on 
our sense of community. We offer the invitation to you again this 
month in case you haven’t had a chance to express your interest.

This would be a new monthly gathering, either by phone or video for 
anyone in the church, whose purpose would be to help us stay 
connected with each other as we await the time when we’ll all be 
back in the same room on Sundays and other days. We’ll update 
each other on our lives, families, challenges, successes, and the 
like. We’d love to see/hear you! 

To learn more about the group and express your interest in it, you can contact Bill Coley or visit our website 
at 

https://fccem.org/in-the-spotlight/the-once-a-month-gang.

summer’s here, which means it’s time to warm up our faith
The restrictions of a pandemic are, slowly, easing. The odds of our church’s ministry returning to some modicum 
of normalcy are increasing. Summer’s here, which means temps are rising. May hope and encouragement rise 
with them as you review this month’s issue of UP2DATE, our monthly information resource. God is not done with 
FCCEM... or with you, as we hope this document will remind you. Thanks for tuning in and warming up!

prayer matters
Eula Mae Clark: Gaining strength during rehab stay at Hope Creek Care Center, East Moline, following a fall 
which caused a crack in a leg bone.

Lois Reedy: At the Kahl Home, Davenport, following diagnosis of inoperable pancreatic cancer.

Sunday worship has moved back to the worship center
We have successfully returned our Sunday in-person worship to the worship center on our building’s upper 
level. The move has increased the space, enhanced the ambience, and added to the media capabilities of 
our worship experience. Because worshipers have supported our request to sit in the marked pews in the 
front half of the room, there’s a blessed togetherness about our time together. Because we can again use our 
multimedia capabilities, there are sights and sounds to our worship 
that we couldn’t provide in fellowship hall. Because there is plenty of 
open seating space still available, we warmly invite you to join us.

Some simple guidelines govern our return to the worship center:

• Pick up a sealed communion element packet on your way in.

• Sit, socially distanced from other households, in the pews 
marked with signs in the front half of the room

• We do not yet serve refreshments before worship, or engage in 
live congregational singing during worship.

• Offer your offering, if you have one, on your way out of the room at the conclusion of worship, in the tray 
placed on the same stand from which you collected your communion packet on the way in.

• Though you may, at your choice, ALWAYS wear a mask for any reason and at any time, if you are fully 
vaccinated (two or more weeks since your final vaccination shot), you may enter and move around the 
building without a mask. If you are not fully-vaccinated, please wear a mask except when seated in the 
worship center.

https://fccem.org/in-the-spotlight/the-once-a-month-gang.
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about our finances
This segment of our monthly UP2DATE publication appears in every issue, not because we have something 
new and original to say each month about the imnportance of your financial support for our church’s ministry, 
but because your financial support for our church’s ministry always matters and always makes a difference.

prayer matters
We invite you to hold the following people and situations in your prayers:

– Maurine Unzel’s brother and sister in-law in Arkansas: he, for continuing heart issues; she, for cancer for 
which she is currently undergoing treatment and has faced serious complications from a feeding tube.

– Faith Ballard and Tom Yeater’s brother Waine, who lives in Florida: He has suffered from COPD for a long 
period of time, and has now entered hospice care, having decided to forgo further treatment.

– Leif Olsen, Bill Coley’s nephew, who lives in Ankeny, Iowa: His maternal grandmother, Jane, died this week. 
She was a woman of enormous and daily presence throughout Leif’s childhood and will be deeply missed.

re: our collection of offering and distribution of communion
Some months ago and in response to the realities of a COVID world, for our communion service we replaced 
loaves of bread and trays of individual plastic cups with sealed combo-packs containing both a wafer and a 
serving of grape juice. Though the packs can be a bit challenging to open, overall, they’ve been well received. 
Beginning this weekend (November 30) we will make the following changes to the way we distribute the packs:

• Pick up your combo-pack as you enter the worship center, then hold it til needed at worship’s end.

• In-person worshipers will take each element at the same time as do phone-in worshipers, as invited by 
Bill Coley. After we take the cup, Bill will offer a closing reminder and blessing.

• If you have a financial offering to make, place it in the offering tray located on the stand just outside the 
sanctuary’s center entrance after worship ends.

microphone woes WILL end!
We’ve recently encountered a series of challenges - some of human/pastor origin - with the mic we use to 
enable people to listen live to our Sunday worship by phone, and to record the sermon for our website. We 
have good reason to believe those challenges are FINALLY behind us. So we apologize for the 
inconvenience and praise God for the resolution. We’d love to have you on the phone with us this Sunday.
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an encouraging helmets of hope ministry update
Our Helmets of Hope essential household supply ministry to veterans continues to ramp up after more than a 
year of pandemic-imposed slowdown. So far this year we’ve made 13 deliveries, which provided nearly 
1,250 household items - both cleaning supplies and food - to veterans dealing with various forms of 
housing chaos. In addition, we’ve purchased about $2,300 worth of items to rebuild our supply 
inventory and allow us to respond quickly to supply requests from our partner agencies.

An unexpected blessing from our three most-recent deliveries: Because our contact person with Elks Lodge 
#298 in Davenport recently broke an ankle, she asked us to deliver move-in kits to their recipients. Those 
experiences were unexpected blessings because in the 5-1/2 years of Helmets history prior to them, we had 
never made a delivery directly to a veteran, and had met only about three vets 
who had received supplies from us through one of our partner agencies. In the 
last ten days, we’ve delivered to three. Praise God! 

We added food boxes to our provision to veterans in 2020. In addition to 
20 items for household maintenance such as cleaners, a broom, and laundry- 
and paper products, we now provide 14-item food boxes with ready-to-eat 
and quick-to-prepare items such as canned soup, cereal, and granola bars, 
the purpose of which is to give vets some snacks and a few meals to ease 
their transition into their new housing. The veteran to whom we delivered this 
week, for example, just moved into a duplex, but didn’t yet have a bed or any 
furniture (they’re coming from other veteran support providers). The food box 
we provided will take one thing off his concerns list, at least for a few days. 

Earlier this month we published the Helmets of Hope year-end report for 
2020, which we distributed to Helmets ministry team members, people on our email contact list, and the 
ministry’s financial donors. We also posted print copies of the report at Mission Central. If you don’t have a 
copy, please request one in the format most convenient for you. Helmets of Hope is our congregation’s 
signature ministry, a work we do that no other church - perhaps no other organization - in the states of Illinois 
and Iowa is doing. Reading the report will encourage you to believe that what God has done through 
Helmets is some of the best evidence ever of our claim to be “a small church doing BIG things.”

a helmets of hope craft sale coming in August
Fundraising events are critical to our Helmets ministry’s financial stability. The COVID-19 pandemic severely 
limited our event planning in 2020, but this year’s progress against the virus has allowed us to schedule our 
first major fundraiser for 2021: A Helmets of Hope craft show for Saturday, August 14. If the weather 
cooperates, we will hold the show outside, on the east side of the building, where The Pointe lies. If the 
weather doesn’t cooperate, we’ll move the sale into fellowship hall.

The craft items sold in this event will come from the large inventory created by crafters within the Helmets of 
Hope ministry team. You can help by shopping the sale and by helping the team set up for and take down 
after the sale. If you want more information or want to help with the sale, contact Marsha Jones.
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notice Leviticus 9.1-2
The LORD also said to Moses, 2 “Give the following instructions to the entire community 
of Israel. You must be holy because I, the LORD your God, am holy.
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what’s inside LEVITICUS?
This monthly series summarizes one or more Bible books, NOT to 
tell you everything you need to know about them, but rather to tell 
you enough to raise your curiosity about their contents and possible 
usefulness in your life and our world. We invite you to receive these 
brief summaries as invitations to strengthen (or perhaps revive or 
even launch) your connection to Scripture. A word from God awaits 
you in the pages of that Bible that sits on your shelf, table, or 
electronic device. Go get it!

If there were an award for the Bible’s most-challenging-to-read 
book, Leviticus would be among the favorites to win. It is, in turn, 
bloody, tedious, gruesome, detailed, outdated, and seemingly 

irrelevant to our modern lives. For example, consider these verses from the book’s opening chapter, part of a 
description of an authorized animal sacrifice:

3 “If the animal you present as a burnt offering is from the herd, it must be a male with no defects. Bring it to 
the entrance of the Tabernacle so you may be accepted by the LORD. 4 Lay your hand on the animal’s head, 
and the LORD will accept its death in your place to purify you, making you right with him. 5 Then slaughter 
the young bull in the LORD’s presence, and Aaron’s sons, the priests, will present the animal’s blood by 
splattering it against all sides of the altar that stands at the entrance to the Tabernacle. 6 Then skin the 
animal and cut it into pieces. 7 The sons of Aaron the priest will build a wood fire on the altar. 8 They will 
arrange the pieces of the offering, including the head and fat, on the wood burning on the altar. 9 But the 
internal organs and the legs must first be washed with water. Then the priest will burn the entire sacrifice on 
the altar as a burnt offering. It is a special gift, a pleasing aroma to the LORD.”

Leviticus teems with such detail, much of which can be hard to understand, but more, hard to accept as 
anything we need to read: Guilt offerings. Sin offerings. Burnt offerings. Grain offerings. Ordination offerings. 
Peace offerings. Clean and unclean animals. Skin diseases. It’s all very difficult.

Hence, it’s hard to recommend Leviticus, at least, not as a book you’ll enjoy. But you should read it - to be 
able to say that you have (and survived!) and to gain a clearer understanding of the ancient approach to 
getting right with God, which was dominated by rules, regulations, standard practices, confessions, offerings, 
and forgiveness.

To get right with God was a matter of personal conduct: following directions, confessing and atoning for 
mistakes, and receiving assurance of forgiveness. Because of Jesus, our way of getting right with God is 
through faith: Believe God sent Jesus to live and die and live again for you, then watch your personal 
conduct change. 

Which way do you prefer? Which way are you using in this season of your life?

What’s Inside?
Introductions to Bible books
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Every Christmas and Easter we invite over-and-above donations to our church’s ministries in honor/ 
remembrance of the people of our lives. We’ll acknowledge both donors and those they remember in next 
month’s UP2DATE. If you’d like to donate, cut off and complete the section below, then include it with your 
donation that you hand in on Sunday or any other day, or mail in. You can also donate by visiting 
www.fccem.org/donate, then following the instructions. “Easter Season Donation to FCCEM” is the first 
option in the  drop-down list of targets for your gift.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

YOUR NAME(S) _________________________________________             GIFT AMOUNT  ___________

THE PERSON(S) YOU’RE HONORING/REMEMBERING WITH YOUR GIFT (please print legibly!):
                               ____________________________________________________________________

                               ____________________________________________________________________

                               ____________________________________________________________________

                               ____________________________________________________________________

remember the people of your life and support FCCEM
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prayer matters
Sarah	Pessein: scheduled for a double mastectomy on June 30, as treatment for breast cancer

Eula	Mae	Clark:	home following hospital- and rehab stays for a cracked leg bone	

Marsha	Jones: slower recovery than in the past from a stent implantation

Bonnie	Thompson: recent heart test showed blood �low issue that requires no attention at this time

and	all	God’s	people	said, AMEN!

a reminder
The song with which we’re closing worship these days is called “The Blessing.” Its core lyrics are taken 
verbatim from three verses in Numbers 6:

The Lord bless you
And keep you
Make His face shine upon you
And be gracious to you
The Lord turn His
Face toward you
And give you peace

It’s a quiet, contemplative, and hopeful song, just the kind we need as we exit the peaceful confines of 
worship to re-enter the chaotic rapids of the modern world.

But “The Blessing” is more than hopeful... at least I think it is. After the opening verse repeats, the word 
“Amen” appears six times in a row. And to introduce its arrival, one of the performers exhorts the live 
audience to say “We agree!”

We agree. The definition of the word “amen” with which many of us are familiar is “so be it,” as in “let the stuff 
we just prayed for come to pass.” If we prayed for courage, may courage happen. If we prayed for peace, 
may peace arise. If we prayed for healing, let the healing result.

“So be it” has always sufficed for me as the definition of the word “amen,” but I like “we agree” more because 
it sounds more participatory. It sounds like we’re actively, personally involved in the prayer fulfillment 
process. It sounds like an election in which the voters publicly voice their choices rather than marking them 
anonymously behind drawn curtains.

“We agree! With our voices raised, with our hearts exposed and hands raised, God, we agree that you 
should bless, and keep, and shine your face, and be gracious, and give us peace. We agree!”

Of course, an “amen” ALSO speaks our agreement with other prayers: “With our voices raised and hands 
raised, we agree, God, that we should love, and serve, and share, and forgive, and reach out, and support, 
and give, and meet needs, and encourage, and help, and unite, and live as people who follow Jesus. Yes, 
we agree!”

The next time you pray on your own, with friends or family, or with us on a Sunday morning, remember to 
agree. Speaking of which....

http://www.fccem.org/donate,
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